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Meg and I had a really spooky experience
the other day when we popped down to
watch some cricket.
Not only are we fast approaching the
season of Halloween, but it is getting close to the end of
the season. Being cool dudes, we love cricket and why not
when we come from the same town as the best (probably)
cricketer in the world (ok we are slightly biased!).
Yes, you guessed it, we are big, big fans of the Burnley
Express James (Jimmy) Anderson and our spooky
experience was seeing him in action down on the pitch.

Howzat! Yes folks if you have been reading from
the top, you will know that today’s Mug’s Matters
has a spooky cricket theme to it.
And it’s all because we bumped into our
all time favourite cricketer James (Jimmy)
Anderson, which was a scary moment I can tell
you. Why? Because Jimmy is the all time top dog
in English cricket just now and he knows Meg and
I, what could be better than that claim to fame.
Jimmy was down at our local pitch showing off
his new book called Bowl, Sleep, Repeat, which
has just been published by Octopus Books.

It was quite surreal, especially since the ground was mostly
full of Morris Minor fans and you know what a noisy lot
you all are!
Anyway, Jimmy could not have been nicer or more talented
and we had a fab day out and if you look below, we have a
treat for all you Jimmy fans.
It would be lovely to hear from you too, so please drops us
a line via Rebecca.hay@mmoc.org.uk and who knows you
may win a wee prize.
MUG

And what a fantastic book it really is! It is full of lots of fab
facts and fascinating stories about Jimmy and his cricketing
adventures.
We haven’t found it yet, but Meg and I suspect there is a
tribute to us in there somewhere too, it’s just well hidden!
Our pal Peter Rigg the Artist is a big Jimmy fan too and he
drew this great cartoon in honour of Jimmy and Halloween too.
It’s a spooky colouring in cartoon and all you have to do is
dish out your scariest colours and fill it in. And the best one
will not only hang in our garage wall, but will also win one lucky
Mug’s fan a copy of Jimmy’s ace book.
So please send in your clever and colourful cartoons via
Rebecca.hay@mmoc.org.uk

COMPETITION CORNER
Calling all wordsearch fans.
You will be hit for six with
today’s fine and dandy
competition.
And Meg and I bet our old
chum Jimmy Anderson will be
able to do this faster than he
can bowl an Aussie out!

Cricket Terms

It is a cricket wordsearch
where you have to find all the
cricketing terms. It helps if you
know your way round a pitch,
but if not, don’t worry, it’s
pretty simple, well Meg could
do it!
As usual it is just for fun, so sit
back, scratch your heads and
start working out those word
matey Send you entries in via
Rebecca.hay@mmoc.org.uk

MUG MIRTH
Spooky times ahead as Halloween approaches and lets grab
the laughing gas and have some fun and games with some
great gags. Meg and I think these are pretty hilarious, but if
you can do better, then why not send in some of your own in,
via Rebecca.hay@mmoc.org.uk

WHEN CAN’T YOU BURY PEOPLE WHO
LIVE OPPOSITE A GRAVEYARD?
WHEN THEY ARE NOT DEAD!
BEST?
WHAT TREES DO GHOULS LIKE
CEME-TREES!
WHAT DID THE BABY GHOST EAT FOR DINN
ER?
A BOO-LONEY SANDWICH!
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I am sure there are plenty
Morris Minors out
U
USS ofthere.
If you are under 16
then why not fill in the
Join Us coupon so I can
keep in touch.

NAME:
ADDRESS:

WHY ARE GRAVEYARDS SO NOISY?
BECAUSE OF ALL THE COFFIN!
E
HOW CAN YOU TELL IF A CORPS
IT FLIPS IT’S LID!

IS ANGRY?

WHY ARE CEMETERIES IN THE MIDDLE
OF TOWNS?
BECAUSE THEY’VE DEAD CENTRES!
IN OCTOBER?
WHERE DO UNDERTAKERS GO
SHOW!
THE HEARSE OF THE YEA©Rthewordsearch.com
HOW DO UNDERTAKERS SPEAK?
GRAVELY!

WHAT WAS WRITTEN ON THE
HYPOCHONDRIAC’S TOMBSTONE?
I TOLD YOU I WAS ILL!

OK folks, you have filled in the
Join Us coupon and sent it in. But
before Meg and I get in touch we need
you to do some work and send in your
competition entries, jokes or letters
to the address at the top of the page.

THANKS

